
Summary of the steps taken to consult in Telegraph Hill regarding the 

LTA proposals (June / July 2016) 

March – A representative from the Council attended the Park Users Group meeting (which had 

been advertised to those on the FrOTHP emailing list) and first brought the prospect to the 

attention of Friends of Telegraph Hill Park (FrOTHP), but with no real detail.  We were basically 

advised to wait until more was known. 

7th June the FrOTHP quarterly meeting  Andy Thomas had sent in a summary of the proposals in 

advance.  This was circulated to all on the FrOTHP mailing list and quoted on the Telegraph Hill 

Noticeboard Facebook page.  Notice of the meeting saying that proposals for the Tennis Courts 

would be discussed was put on all eight park gates.  Andy Thomas of LBL Cultural Services and 

Chris Howard of South East London Tennis attended to answer questions and go into more detail.  

Paper survey  FrOTHP wished to take advantage of the Big Lunch event and put together 

laminated sheets of proposal summary from Andy Thomas and further Q&A arising from the 

meeting on the 7th (two sides of A4).  FrOTHP also devised was a very short paper survey.  These 

were out on the tables with pens to use to complete them.  Notice of the consultation was 

included on the community information board.  

After this event the survey slips were made available in both the Hill Station and the Telegraph Hill 

Centre with A3 posters inviting people to participate.  Several copies of the laminates were set out 

in the Hill Station and one in the Centre for people to look at before doing the survey.  The 

laminates also invited people to e-mail park@thehill.org.uk (an easy e-mail to remember).  The 

laminate was also put up on the tennis court gate.  When no more surveys were being done in the 

Hill Station the forms and A3 poster were moved to the Playclub. 

Online discussion, online survey and second meeting  During this period there was further 

extensive discussion on the Facebook page (the longest thread to date) and, as an initiative of 

some residents rather than FrOTHP, a further meeting was called for 19th July, specifically on the 

issue of the Tennis Court Proposals.  This was advertised with probably about 100 posters around 

the area, extending from Hatcham Park to St. Asaph - including laminates on all the park 

gates.  These posters also pointed people to the on-line version of the survey that had been set 

up. 

A petition has been put out as well (although not by FrOTHP who collectively maintained a neutral 

stance). 

Since the second meeting there have been postings on the Facebook page with links to the survey 

and petition.  Links to the survey and two page summary of proposals had also been put on the 

South East Central Nunhead Forum (118 views) and New Cross Forum (75 views). 

Ward Assembly  There was a Youth oriented Telegraph Hill Ward Assembly event on 28th 

June.  The Tennis Court proposals were an item on the agenda (although not on the notice 

delivered to all residents).  Paper survey slips and pointers to the on-line survey were made 

available at that meeting. 

Copies of the survey responses (189 people), the Facebook discussion and emails received are 

available on request.  And a transcript of the meeting of 19th July will be available shortly. 


